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Abstract Foreground/background segmentation is a technique that shares the same goals of Blue-screen chroma keying – to separate the foreground from the background – but does so without the strong requirement of the existence of a known screen behind the subject of interest. Instead, a model of the background is built using historic and weak prior knowledge. Because of the computation-intensive nature of model-based segmentation algorithms, foreground/background segmentation at video rates is a challenging problem without the use of custom hardware or high-end workstations. We discuss techniques used in the implementation of a real-time foreground/background segmentation algorithm on a general-purpose consumer grade PC. In particular we demonstrate optimization techniques in the implementation of three critical sections of our algorithm: Binary Morphological Filter, Directional Morphological Filter and Region Flood Fill. These techniques exploit the instruction set of the Pentium®II and Pentium®III processors allowing video segmentation of 320x240 color frames at 25 fps. The optimized critical sections may be immediately used in a plethora of other applications. Moreover, the optimization methodology provides useful insight into the optimization of other image processing and computer vision techniques, such as edge detection, object boundary localization, and morphological pre- and postprocessing.



1. Algorithm Overview Blue screen chroma keying is a technique widely used in video production to separate the objects in the foreground from a particular background whose color, usually blue or green, is known a priori. The separated object can then be digitally composited on top of a virtual background.



Blue-screen chroma keying and model-based foreground/background segmentation are techniques to separate the foreground from the background. The latter method does not rely on the strong assumption imposed by the former that the screen behind the subject of interest is known. Without this cumbersome requirement, the range of applications for segmentation increases substantially beyond digital video compositing. New applications include region of interest identification, surveillance, target acquisition and tracking. Instead of assuming a known screen behind the subjects, foreground/background segmentation relies on a model of the background that is built using historic and weak prior knowledge. The model is a mosaic composed by the static fragments of the scene. Lighting is assumed to be quasi static. The scene is assumed to have no fastmoving objects in the background. Slow changes in the background and lighting may be incorporated dynamically by adding or upgrading scene fragments in the mosaic. Lenient applications may allow the collection of an initial set of snapshots of the background. In this case, the model is built by median filtering the set of snapshots to remove camera noise. Similarly to chroma keying, a difference-driven copy is computed between the current video frame and the background model. Pixels in the current frame that differ from the background by more than a threshold are copied to the output buffer and pixels that are similar are set to a predetermined value. Unfortunately, unlike in chroma keying, this difference-driven copy process does not suffice to identify the foreground. Given the weak nature of the knowledge available in the background model, false positives (pieces of background labeled as foreground) and false negatives (holes inside foreground blobs) are prevalent in the computed difference image. To tackle these issues two specialized morphological filter paths were designed. Please refer to figure 1 for a
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Diagram 1: block diagram of the foreground/background segmentation algorithm block diagram of the whole algorithm. The first filter path is composed by a Binary Morphological Filter that operates on the binary foreground/background map generated by the difference-driven copy. It is a sequence of morphological openings and closings designed to eliminate false negatives inside large foreground blobs as well as false positives from the background region. The Binary Morphological Filter has the side effect of corrupting object edge localization. A second filter path was designed to help segment the scene into small regions with precise edge localization. First we use a Directional Morphological Filter that operates on the pixel values of the difference image to blur the details of foreground cues. This filter is adaptive and does not blur the image close to the object boundaries. The Directional Morphological Filter has the weakness of not removing small holes from the detected foreground. The selectively blurred image is then fed to a Multiscale Morphological Gradient algorithm[4] that detects edges. Thresholding of the gradient magnitudes followed by a Region Flood Fill provides a segmentation of the scene into small regions. We combine the output of the two filter paths by labeling the regions identified in the second filter path as foreground or background if the majority of the corresponding pixels are labeled as foreground in the output of the first filter path. This allows us to harvest the



edge localization property of the Directional Morphological Filter and the reduced artifacts property of the Binary Morphological Filter.



2. Critical Sections The whole algorithm was implemented in C++ and originally operated at 2 seconds per frame. The optimizations resulted in a speedup by a factor of 50, ultimately enabling segmentation of 320x240 color frames at 25 fps on a Pentium®III operating at 500MHz. Performance profiling revealed that the critical sessions in order of severity were: Multiscale Morphological Gradient (1120 ms/frame), Binary Morphological Filter (404 ms/frame), Directional Morphological Filter (376 ms/frame). In the following subsections of the paper we will describe in detail the implementation of 2 of these methods highlighting the optimization methods used. Although not a critical section in the first profiling, we also discuss our implementation of Region Flood Fill to illustrate the optimization of a recursive algorithm.



2.1 Binary Morphological Filter This filter is a sequence of six mathematical morphology operations[1] applied to the alpha plane of the difference image. It takes the binary result of difference driven copy contained in the alpha plane and patches small holes



using a 3x3 Dilate followed by 3x3 Erode. Then it uses a 5x5 Erode followed by 5x5 Dilate to remove salt and pepper noise and isolated small blobs of pixels. Finally it applies a 13x13 Dilate followed by 9x9 Erode to patch large holes. Equivalently, the six operations just described can be combined as follows: a 3x3 Dilate, then a 7x7 Erode, then a 17x17 Dilate, and finally a 9x9 Erode. The resulting filtered image has no internal holes but has lost edge localization. Usually an “aura” of about 3~4 pixels is generated around the foreground objects because the final erosion is smaller that the preceding dilation. This is desirable to increase the success of the merger of the two filtering paths in the region labeling routine. The parameters of the morphological operations were set empirically to segment people 3-5 ft from the camera in an indoor setting. The C++ implementation of this function was a sequence of alternating calls to generic erosion and dilation functions, both operating on square structuring elements of variable size. At the core of the dilation function is a MAX operation that is performed on the variable size set of pixels defined by the structuring element footprint. Similarly, at the core of the erosion function there is a MIN operation. Parametric to these functions were the input plane, the output plane, and the size of the structuring element to be applied. The functions expected and produced planes in which the data were byte-sized; Furthermore, the filter required the generation and consumption of three planes for storage of intermediate results between the calls to the morphological operations. During development, this flexibility was advantageous, as it allowed for easy experimentation with different sizes for the various morphological operations. The execution time for the C++ version of this filter was 101 milliseconds to process a 160x120 frame on a Pentium III running at 500 MHz. The assembly code differs from the C++ code in the following: x Does NOT use generic parametric functions for dilation and erosion, but rather, it performs only the particular dilations and erosions listed above. These operations are performed monolithically, using smaller temporary storage for a few lines of intermediate data, rather than whole planes. x Reduces the data to single-bit form, performing dilation with the POR instruction, and performing erosion with PAND – which are used to implement the bitwise MAX and MIN operations respectively thus operating on more pixels at a time. x Passes over the input and output frames in vertical strips, producing 32 bits of output per pass. In this



way, temporary storage is reduced to a single register per intermediate strip-line, rather than whole lines. x Frames are 8-byte aligned in memory to assure that SIMD accesses are optimal. x Factors out a large number of common subexpressions. x Uses the MMX SIMD instructions and prefetches the input data to reduce load latencies. Two versions of optimized assembly code for the filter were written, one optimized for the Pentium III, and one optimized for the Pentium II and Pentium with MMX Technology™. The Pentium III version differs from the Pentium II version in the following ways: x Uses prefetch instructions to reduce load latencies. x Uses the PMOVMSKB and PINSRW instructions to reduce the input plane from byte-sized representation to packed single-bit representation. The Pentium II version also does this reduction, but without the benefit of PMOVMSKB and PINSRW the same operation must be synthesized by several instructions. The execution time for the assembly version of this filter was 0.2 milliseconds to process a 160x120 frame on a Pentium III running at 500 MHz, ultimately delivering code that is 500 times faster than the C++ version. Much of this improvement can be attributed to the elimination of passes over temporary frame stores, pre-fetching, and operating on the binary data as packed bits (producing 32 columns of output at a time) instead of bytes.



2.2 Directional Morphological Filter The Directional Morphological Filter is an adaptive filter designed to blur the image except in regions close to object boundaries. The filter is composed of several morphological DEED operations, with one-dimensional structuring elements in distinct directions.[2] Each DEED operation consists of a 3-point Dilate, followed by a 3-point Erode, followed by a 3-point Erode, followed by a 3-point Dilate. The name of the operation is due to the sequence of elementary morphological operations. The DEED operation uses one-dimensional arrays for structuring elements. Four DEED operations compose the Directional Morphological Filter. The steerable one-dimensional structuring element is applied in four distinct directions: vertical, horizontal, and the two 45-degree diagonals. For every pixel the filter adaptively takes as output the maximal response among the four DEED operations.



This process can be interpreted as picking a preferential direction for blurring the image that implicitly avoids crossing object boundaries. The C++ implementation of this function was a straightforward use of two functions, a generic 3-point erosion function with a one-dimensional structuring element, and a generic 3-point dilation function with a one-dimensional structuring element. Parametric to the



stride from one point to the next in the structuring element. Four function calls were made for each of the four directions in which the filtering was done, implying a total of sixteen passes over input and output planes. The execution time for the C++ version of this filter was 94 milliseconds to process a 160x120 frame on a Pentium®III running at 500 MHz.



Figure 2: Three realizations of the Directional Morphological Filter. (a) Implementation with 12 MIN/MAX operations using 3 intermediate storage planes. (b) Implementation with 26 MIN/MAX operations that eliminates intermediate storage. (c) Adopted implementation with 18 MIN/MAX operations that eliminates intermediate storage. functions were the input plane, the output plane, and the



Two optimized assembly versions of the filter were written, one for the Pentium®III and one for Pentium®II and the Pentium® with MMX Technology™. The former differs from the latter in that it includes prefetch instructions to reduce load latencies, and in that the Pentium®III implementation takes advantage of the SIMD MIN and MAX instructions, whereas they have to be synthesized with several instructions in the earlier processors. The assembly code differs from the C++ code in these major ways: x It does NOT use generic Dilate and Erode functions, but rather, it performs the required operations simultaneously and avoids the need for any temporary storage planes. x By considering all four morphological operations monolithically, numerous common sub-expressions become apparent, and they are eliminated in the assembly version. x The assembly code uses the MMX SIMD instructions and pre-fetches the input data to reduce load latencies. It is implemented as four macroexpansions of a code sequence that performs the four morphological operations on all the inputs that contribute to a single, 8-wide SIMD output. The four macro-expansions relate to the four directions. Each expansion operates on nine 8-wide inputs to get the single output. The maximum is taken for the four outputs and that is the final output. The execution time for the assembly version of this filter was 3.26 milliseconds to process a 160x120 frame on a Pentium®III running at 500 MHz, about 30 times faster than the C++ version.



2.3 Region Flood Fill This function is the final component of the second filter path. It takes the post-processed output of the edge detector, an 8-bit edge magnitude map, as input. Post processing includes edge enhancement and linking to avoid spillage during the flood fill process. The Region Flood Fill process assigns a unique region number to each disjoint region whose boundaries are defined by the edge map. The set of mutually exclusive regions obtained is a tessellation of the original image, i.e. Region Flood Fill assigns every pixel to a region. The traditional recursive implementation of the Flood Fill algorithm[3] takes a pixel as input and uses it as the initial seed for flooding a single region that contains this



pixel and whose boundaries are defined by the edge map. If the seed is on a region boundary or if it has been already flooded it is simply discarded, else it is flooded and its neighbors are stacked as new potential seeds. If there are potential seeds stacked, we remove a new seed from the stack and perform this analysis again. If the stack is empty the region has been flooded. As our intent is to partition the whole image into a set of regions we augment the algorithm to automatically find initial seeds and execute Flood Fill until the whole image has been flooded.



Figure 3: Twelve unique flooding cases. Colored circles represent flood source. Colored squares represent effect of flooding on the 4x2 block. A simple optimization is to use 4-neighborhoods instead of 8-neighborhoods because it entails less insertion of potential seeds on the stack and avoids leakage across weak corners and joints. Even with 4-neighborhoods, each pixel inside a large and spreading region will be stacked as a potential seed an average of three times only to be discarded later in two of these instances. To further reduce the number of stacked seeds, we keep track of flood source, i.e. the direction from which the floodwaters are coming. Then, when this seed is flooded, only three of its four neighbors need to be stacked as potential seeds. To exploit the SIMD capabilities of current Intel processors, we implemented a flood-fill function that, instead of flooding a single point at a time, operates on aligned 4x2 block of pixels. There are 36 different possible sets of sources for floodwaters for a 4x2 block. If



the floodwaters come from the left, there are three possible cases – the left of the top line of the block, the left of the bottom line, or both. Likewise, if the floodwaters come from the right, there are three cases. If they come from above, there are 15 permutations of possible sources. Likewise for if they come from below. However, the effect of these 36 distinct cases on the pixels of 4x2 block can be mapped into 12 unique cases, as illustrated in figure 3. The points in the block that are adjacent to the flood source(s) in an 8-neighborhood are directly floodable. But to be flooded, the point can not be in a boundary, and must not be flooded already. Those pixels that are flooded become a source for propagating the floodwaters to other adjacent points inside the 4x2 block. Floodwaters that are carried to an edge of the block become a source for flooding for the blocks beyond those edges, which is handled by stacking those blocks for subsequent processing. Processing of a 4x2 block occurs as follows. The floodwater source case provides the index by which we select among twelve look-up tables. A one-byte value is read from the table using an eight-bit index, which comes from a mask we generate that indicates which of the eight bytes in the 4x2 block are floodable (i.e. are not in a boundary and not already flooded). The value read from the table is another mask that indicates which of the floodable points are actually reachable by the floodwaters, either directly from the flood source, or by propagation. As with the processing of a single point at a time, blocks tend to get stacked for processing from about three different directions. As a block is composed of eight points, the total number of iterations becomes about one eighth as many. An undesirable characteristic of the flood fill algorithm, either with the 4x2 block or with single point processing, is that it can thrash the data cache. With the floodwaters expanding on several fronts, the memory access pattern is erratic. We flood in the horizontal direction before flooding in the vertical to reduce this tendency. This is accomplished by stacking the vertical seeds before stacking the horizontal seeds. Two variants of this function were written, one for the Pentium®III, and one for Pentium®II and Pentium with MMX Technology™. This is so because the Pentium®III instruction PMOVMSKB is used to reduce the mask of floodable, reachable points from eight bytes to eight bits.



For the earlier processors, this operation has to be synthesized. Our Region Flood Fill takes 1.3 milliseconds to tessellate a 160x120 frame on a Pentium®III running at 500 MHz. We did not implement this function in C++, so timings are not available. Our C++ code implemented region segmentation based on watersheds. The 8-at-a-time (4x2 block) SIMD processing attained excellent performance. The tendency to thrash the data cache was attenuated by propagating the floodwaters horizontally first, doing a step of vertical flooding when all available horizontal flooding is complete.



3. Conclusions We discuss the implementation of a real-time background/foreground segmentation algorithm by exploiting the capabilities of the Pentium®II and Pentium®III processors. We demonstrate and quantify the massive benefit obtained via the optimization of a few critical sections. The case studies presented in the paper show the importance of proper memory handling, cache management and SIMD instruction exploitation to achieve massive optimization gains. The techniques presented here may be used in a plethora of other applications in computer vision and image processing where optimization is often required.
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